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A Memorable Morning
On the morning of October 7, 2015 Willard House had two interesting visitors. Brock
Jobe, from Winterthur Museum in Pennsylvania, accompanied by Gavin Ashworth, a
specialist in photographing historic artifacts, were there to photograph the Lewis and
Alpheus Babcock piano that is a part of the museum furniture collection. It is a very rare and
important piece. Ahead in this issue is an article detailing some of the history of the piano
written before we knew that it is to be part of a study in progress about early American pianos
by Darcy Kuronen, curator of musical instruments at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
It was for that reason the piano would be carefully photographed.
Much heavy equipment was carried into the Aaron Willard Gallery from a fully loaded
SUV. The session continued when Patrick Keenan and Brock Jobe, piano movers on the
side, had to remove two Willard Shelf Clocks and other artifacts from the piano top so that
it could be moved to a location suitable for photography. After the piano was in place, and
photographer Gavin Ashworth had positioned backdrops, lighting, and his rigidly mounted
camera, all present were asked to either leave the room, or ﬁnd a seat, and not to move until
the photographs had all been taken. Any motion might shake the ﬂoor, thus changing the
register of the photos.
With electronic equipment connected to his camera, Gavin was able to manipulate lighting,
exposure, shadows, and aspects of modern photography all a mystery to the observing
Willard staff. Several of us sat as still as statues as frame after frame was shot. The camera
was moved once to allow another series of photos from a different angle.
Following that, Gavin backed up all of his work. Now began a process where, since every
shot was exactly aligned with every other shot, the best features of one picture could be
substituted for parts of another picture that was thereby improved. This work, Gavin
explained, was to assure that these pictures were suitable for far more detailed manipulation
he would do in his laboratory.
Just as the word “Kodak” became an international generic term for camera in the
early 20th century, “Photoshop” has come to mean technological adjustment, alteration,
combination, or even conversion of a photo image into a picture entirely different
from what a camera originally recorded. The
skill that system provides ranges in its utility
from impressively enhanced art to the most sinister
manipulative deceptions possible. Willard House
has received a set of the ﬁnished photos taken in
our museum. They are a marvelous documentation
and graphic preservation of our wonderful piano.
After two hours fascinating to the people at Willard
House, heavy equipment was returned to the waiting
SUV, the piano was moved back to its familiar
location, our visitors left, and the Willard staff
members resumed their usual responsibilities.
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A Message from Patrick Keenan, Museum Director
Hello from the Director’s desk! We have been very busy at the Willard House since you last heard from me,
with many changes and additions, all marked by the rhythm of the ticking of Willard clocks.
The collection has expanded throughout the last year, with three major donations adding important clocks
to our collection. An 1824 Simon Willard lighthouse clock made for George Tilly Rice was donated by Henry
and Fiona Rice Davis. This object is especially important to the museum’s collection because it has a clear,
single-family provenance- a rarity for any museum item. George Rice was a Worcester businessman
descended from Revolutionary War Captain Tilly Rice. He was a banker and an instrumental ﬁgure in the founding
of the Blackstone Canal (which was obsolete at the time of its completion due to the burgeoning railroad system).
Due to the failure of the Blackstone canal, he founded the Nashua & Worcester railroad. The lighthouse clock retains
much of its original paint, and is inscribed “PATENT for Mr. G.T. Rice, WORCESTER, A.D. 1824”. You can see the
clock either on display in our Main Gallery, or on page 191 of Husher & Welch’s A Study of Simon Willard Clocks.
A Benjamin Willard tall case clock was donated by Dr. David Follett of Brooklyn, NY. This clock has a very
interesting mechanism dating to the early period of Benjamin’s clockmaking, and with further research may answer
questions about his methods. The mechanism is now on display in the 1766 clock shop.
The ﬁnal object I’d like to bring to your attention was bequeathed to the museum by Dean Davignon, a Simon Willard
tall clock which has been on display in our Simon gallery for a number of years. I would like to express my thanks to
Mr. Davignon for his generosity to us, as well as our sympathy to his family in this time of loss.
I invite you all to come into the museum and take a look at these beautiful and important new objects.
It’s hard to believe, but the coming of August means that the summer is almost over. We’ll start to feel crisper,
cooler weather in just a few short weeks. As the summer ends, my personal favorite New England season begins.
In Autumn, as the green trees that line the winding country roads which surround the Willard House begin to
change to their vibrant fall colors, the museum’s gardens look especially beautiful. I’d like to express my thanks to
Jane Robinson, our Secretary of the Board and Anna Keiter, our Finance Manager for her work in ﬁnding a
landscaping company with the knowledge of perennial, period gardens. Their commitment to the museum truly
mirrors and honors the dedication of the museum’s founders, Imogene and Roger Robinson. If you’re looking
for an excuse to get out and see the vibrant foliage, take a trip to the museum this fall and see the beautifully
tended gardens at the Willard House.
Inside the Pendulum, you’ll ﬁnd an article on the day we spent with Gavin Ashworth, a much-respected
photographer of antiques and ﬁne art. We were so impressed by Gavin’s work that we began work on the development
of a database of our clocks and timepieces- all photographed by Mr. Ashworth. It is our intention to not just keep
this database as an internal resource, but to make it available on our (recently overhauled and updated) website, www.
willardhouse.org. I will keep you up to date on any developments on this project.
The last month of summer is as good a time as any to take a moment to announce
that the Willard House has installed a climate control system- gone will be the days
of extreme heat in the museum’s historic home and galleries! I’m sure I don’t need to
convince anyone of why AC is important for our visitors and staff, but temperature
and humidity control inside the museum is also critical for the conservation of the
museum’s objects. In order to be successful stewards, we need to have the right
tools for the job. The installation was performed by Renaud HVAC, with generous
ﬁnancial support from the Mildred McEvoy Foundation.
Thank you for your interest in the Willard House & Clock Museum. It is a true
privilege to serve you. I would love to hear from you if you have any questions,
comments, or concerns. I urge you to email me at patrick@willardhouse.org or call
the museum at 508.839.3500.
Best,
Patrick Keenan, Director

Patrick’s daughter Bridget (left) and
wife Heather (right) tour the museum.
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My Grandfather’s Clock:
The Many Names of This
Floor-Standing Timekeeper
To a small child, the stately “Grandfather clock” standing majestically in
the corner more closely resembles a furniture skyscraper than a timekeeper.
The iconic term “Grandfather clock” brings to mind antiquity, beautiful
furniture, and mechanical marvels. But it is not the way scholars refer to these
clocks. In fact, the name came from a popular song.
Henry Clay Work’s “Grandfather’s Clock/Song and Chorus” came out in
1876. To the background sounds of a clock ticking, the four-verse song included
the lines: “My Grandfather’s Clock was too large for the shelf, so it stood ninety
years on the ﬂoor…It was bot’ on the morn of day he was born, and was always his treasure and pride…But the clock
stopped short, never to go again when the old man died.” This was a simpler time, without television, computers, or
mobile phones to occupy people’s time, and the sheet music for this song sold over 800,000 copies! Due to the
overwhelming popularity of the song, the misnomer “Grandfather clock” stuck.
But what name is correct for these timekeepers? The answer isn’t so simple.
Decorative arts scholars over the last 100 years have worked tirelessly to hone the terminology of numerous
furniture forms to more closely match the names used in the 18th or 19th century. For example, “high chest” has replaced
“highboy;” “dressing table” replaced “low boy;” and the “bureau” became a “chest of drawers.” Tuned-in scholars of the
20th century also renamed the common wooden bucket found in numerous sizes a “ﬁrkin,” only to learn much later that
in the 18th century, the common form was simply called a “bucket.”
When we look back to discover a common name for the “Grandfather clock” before the inﬂuence of Work’s song, we
ﬁnd a number of different names: tall clock, hall clock, longcase clock, ﬂoor clock, and others.
The English inventors of the form called the stately timekeeper a “longcase clock” throughout the late 19th through
21st centuries, while Americans during the same period called theirs “tall clocks.” During the 20th and 21st centuries,
some writers, including those writing for museum-sponsored publications, have combined these regional names into one
doubly-wrong term: “tall case clock.”
All clocks of this form are powered by weights. Both the time-keeping “train” (a series of connecting gears that transfer
power from the source to the pendulum) and the strike “train” (gears used to power the strike) have 12-14 pound lead
or iron weights hanging from cat gut cords. Gravity pulls down these weights, running the clock, until the bottom of the
case or the ﬂoor stops the run, and the clock stops as well.
Throughout the 18th century, makers of these weight-powered clocks consistently called them “8- day clocks.”
Mechanically, these were constructed in such a way that the weights could power the clock for one week, with enough
weight fall left over for any forgetful owners who forgot to wind the clock on the seventh day. The height of the clock
combined with the mechanical wheelwork generate the 8-day duration. Interestingly, early forms of this clock weren’t
cased. Only late in the 17th century did cabinetmakers get involved in building a case around those tempting weights and
pendulum — which provided hours of fun for mischievous children and kitty cats alike.
By 1876, the 8-day clock was a well-established form among clock-makers, though the public called these clocks half
a dozen names interchangeably. The stage was set for Henry Clay Work’s notorious song, which forever changed the
clock’s name in popular culture.
As the child who grew up with a “Grandfather clock” in the corner becomes a young adult, he gazes at the Roman
numeral dial, the heavy weights, and the back and forth motion of the brass pendulum. No matter what name he uses for this
mechanical work of art, it’s clear that the clock is there to tell time, just as it has for over three centuries.
Reprinted with permission by Robert C. Cheney
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A Closer Look: Lewis and Alpheus Babcock’s Piano
Willard House is an historic preservation of a house begun in 1718 and evolving ever since. Even as a supposedly
locked-in restoration, maintenance, lighting to enhance displays without subjecting them to ultraviolet rays, climate control, adjustments required to comply with the laws governing public places (to name a few examples), cause unending
changes. Still, we have emphasized the home as it would have appeared when, before 1780, the Willard clockmaker
brothers were growing up and living in this, their Grafton home.
Visitors notice that there are no barriers limiting movement throughout the house. People are invited into each room, a
rare thing in most museums. Mrs. Imogene Robinson, one of the museum founders said, “I want visitors to our museum
to feel as if they are guests of the Willard family in their home.” We are honored that visitors respect the informality of
such an experience as they pass within inches of some of our priceless artifacts.
Since we are an historic home as well a clock museum, we have collections and pieces from both the mid eighteenth
century, when the Willard clockmakers lived and worked here, and items associated with later members of the family.
Some displays have historic signiﬁcance in their own right, regardless of the fact they have no obvious connection with
the Willards or Willard clocks.
At the end of the “Aaron Willard” Gallery there is a small and elegant Federal period square piano, made about 1811.
It was built by the Boston piano-making brothers Lewis (1778–1814) and Alpheus (1785–1842) Babcock. They learned
their trade from Benjamin Crehore (1765–1831) in Milton, Massachusetts, who was the ﬁrst to make a piano in the New
England region. Our piano is one of the two earliest surviving pianos made by the Babcocks.
We also know that Alpheus Babcock created the ﬁrst piano in the world with a one-piece cast iron frame. For this idea
he was granted a U.S. patent in December of 1825, and iron frames eventually became a feature incorporated into all
pianos throughout world. The framing in our early piano, however, is entirely of wood. Having an example of his early
work is important enough, just because so few Babcock pianos of either design survive. It is interesting to note that even
after the introduction of his cast iron frame, Babcock continued to make and sell many pianos with just wood framing.
If it ain’t broke, don’t ﬁx it!
Before we leave our humble wood-frame Babcock piano, a few considerations for the technically minded are in order.
The spacing and alignment of the strings on the frame, and the set up and subsequent adjustment of keys, hammers, and
dampers, are all impressive feats. There were no power tools, of course, so every step in the precision layout of parts had
to be calculated and determined by hand measurement, ﬁxtures made, then cutting, drilling, ﬁtting, and careful completion
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of every step. No room for errors. Placement of every hitch pin that anchored one
end of each string as it then extended to wrap around a tuning pin at the other end
had to insure that the strings were accurately spaced. Spacing and positioning of the
hammers and dampers had to likewise correspond.
Even without getting more technical, the importance of Babcock’s invention
cannot be over emphasized. The cast iron frame kept the piano in tune longer,
allowed the strings to be tuned to a higher tension, and permitted the addition
of more strings, all making the piano louder and more musically versatile. The
earliest pianos had a range of just ﬁve octaves. With the introduction of the iron
frame, the range was able to be gradually expanded to over seven octaves by
the middle of the 1800s. Others soon experimented with full cast iron frames
and some with just partial iron frames (not always a good idea), but in general,
the makers of our little piano started a revolution in the art of piano making
throughout the world.
Alpheus Babcock continued to make improvements in the design of pianos. He utilized ﬂat
iron wire wrapped around the longest strings to improve resonance, and he developed a system of looping adjacent pairs
of strings around a single hitch pin (not to be confused with a later invention called “cross stringing”). He likewise made
a few improvements in the action or mechanism of the piano, receiving two additional patents for those ideas. Only a few
instrument makers in Europe were experimenting with the concept of a piano early in the eighteenth century. Previously,
the most common keyboard instruments were pipe organs, clavichords, and harpsichords. During the growing up period of
the “piano-forte” (meaning soft-loud in Italian), ideas came from everywhere, many, along with the one-piece iron frame,
from the New World. By the early 1800s, pianos, along with many other musical instruments, had developed throughout the
Western World with very distinct national characteristics.
Our Babcock piano is as impressive for its appearance as for its pedigree. It is essentially a Sheraton style case. It has
turned, tapered, and reeded legs. There is a combination of solid and veneered woods comprising the visible casework,
principally mahogany and ﬁgured maple. The substrate woods are maple and pine, with a sound board made of ﬁne-grained
spruce. There are decorative brass rosettes adorning the front of the case, and two drawers with brass ring pulls. Drawers
are a bit uncommon for a piano in this period, though brass decoration is typical in Sheraton style furniture. Foliate fretwork
panels on the name board and a handsome rendering of the makers’ names at its center provide further proof that American
design was keeping pace with European sophistication.
It’s a long reach, but does our rare piano have any connection with clocks, or even Willard clocks? The world is small,
especially concerning early American history. The relationship between Benjamin Crehore and one of seven Crehores,
Charles Crane Crehore (1814–1879), who are believed to have speciﬁcally made clock cases for the Willards, is certainly
implied by the surname itself. (See Foley: Willard’s Patent Time Pieces, 2002). Benjamin, who trained the Babcock
brothers, was in fact a second cousin to Charles. Babcock moved to
Philadelphia around 1829, but returned to Boston in 1837, where he was
appointed foreman of the well known Chickering Piano Company. In the
early 20th century, the Waltham Clock Company bought small pieces of
ﬁne wood left from making pianos at Chickering to use in making cases
for their Willard-style banjo and other small clock cases.
Even as late as the recent 20th Century, we frequently discover that not
only do we live in a small world with surprisingly unexpected connections
to the past, but that we live in a more and more shrinking world.
(This article was generously reviewed and corrected by Darcy Kuronen,
Papalardo Curator of Musical Instruments at the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts. For which we thank him. John Losch)
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Staff Spotlight:
Meet Sarah Mullen
Six years ago Sarah Mullen joined the staff at
Willard House, and the place has never been the same
since. She came to us with a Bachelors Degree in history
from Westﬁeld State University and with a great deal of
interest in anthropology inspired by the Plymouth
Colony in Plymouth, MA, followed by a certiﬁcation
course at Tufts University which will lead to a
master’s degree in Museum Studies. First, she is a docent;
she conducts tours of the museum, and she does it with an
authority about the museum that has grown because of her
own intellectual curiosity.
Sarah Mullen
On the practical side, she runs the gift shop, an
inevitability in any museum today. She has turned it into an
appealing treasure chest of appropriate souvenirs for visitors to Willard House, as well as a resource of diverse books for
those who want to expand their knowledge of American Horology.
There is more. Sarah is a major organizer and contributor to our Facebook page (You can follow us at www.facebook.
com/WillardHouse). On a regular basis she adds pictures and information about clocks in our museum. Facebook?
Until Sarah told me about this I had no idea what Facebook is! I am too old for this concept, but Facebook is a very
popular and active means of communication for a younger generation. Sarah is bringing information about
Willard House to young people at a time when they have not been adequately told about the diverse history of the world,
let alone our nation. She is making our museum interesting to people who wouldn’t even think of going to a museum
unless it meant a day away from school.
Sarah, who was born and raised in Attleboro, MA, married Michael Mullen in May of 2013. Michael works for a
security company and is a member of the National Guard. He has been deployed abroad once since their marriage.
Michael and Sarah are looking for a home with plans to put down roots in Central MA
A visitor to the museum commented to me, “Sarah is so enthusiastic about the museum”. That’s Sarah. She really
cares about the mission of the museum, and her excitement is contagious. There is no known antidote, but come and
get infected. You will like it.
John Losch

The Willard-Goddard
Connection
Left: Example of Luther Goddard Fusee
Pocket watch,
Right: Watch Paper from Daniel Goddard’s
store in Worcester, Mass.
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Program Coordinator
Willard House & Clock Museum
The Willard House & Clock Museum is a 501(c)(3) museum and historic house located in Grafton, MA. The mission of the
museum is to collect, preserve and interpret the clocks and objects relating to the Willard clockmakers who made clocks in
Grafton, Lexington, Roxbury and Boston, Massachusetts between 1766 and 1870, and to interpret life in central Massachusetts
between 1750 and 1825.
Position Description
The Program Coordinator works directly with the Museum Director to develop, plan, promote, and hold programs and events
for adults, children, and families. The ideal candidate can demonstrate successful program planning experience, and is a creative
problem-solver who sees opportunities in rapidly changing situations, and is comfortable speaking to groups of people.
The position is 30 hours per week, and includes Saturdays as well as occasional nights, as needed.
Position Responsibilities
• Develop new and exciting programs for varied audiences, such as Grafton and regional residents or horologists
• Facilitate Willard annual events such as our Robinson Lecture and Holiday Teas; increase attendance at events and programs
• Create budgets for individual programs as well as an overall budget for the year
• Create promotional material for programs and events
• When necessary, conduct guided tours through the historic house and museum
Qualifications
• Bachelor’s Degree, preferably in museum studies or related ﬁeld
• 2-4 years experience in the non-proﬁt sector; or equivalent
• Demonstrated success at non-proﬁt programs coordination; or equivalent
• Computer proﬁciency a must; experience with PastPerfect museum software a plus
• Strong organizational skills, such as experience with GTD or other productivity methods
To Apply
Please email your CV and cover letter to info@willardhouse.org or send to 11 Willard Street, North Grafton, MA 01536.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Give a Little Time!
Volunteers are always needed to help with a variety of tasks at the museum. The time commitment can be
as little as one or two hours per week and training will be provided. Responsibilities include assisting
with the planning of special exhibits and events, conducting tours, greeting visitors, assisting in the
Museum Shop, updating accession records, inventorying and accessioning library acquisitions,
inventorying and accessioning period costumes, maintaining ﬂower and herb gardens, arranging
fresh ﬂowers, performing light carpentry and painting. Volunteers make a difference!
Last year, volunteers worked over 500 hours. If interested, please call (508) 839-3500.
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Friends of Willard House Membership Application
Individual ......................................... $25
Ephraim Willard Society* ............................... $250
Family .............................................. $40
Benjamin Willard Society*.............................. $500
Apprentice........................................ $55
Aaron Willard Society* ................................. $1000
Journeyman .................................... $100
Simon Willard Society* ................................. $5000
Robinson Society (Life Membership)*.....$10,000
Name (Dr., Mr., Mrs., Ms.) _________________________________________________________________

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
VISIT US ON LINE:
www.willardhouse.org

Address ________________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State __________________Zip ______________________

Contact the Director:
Patrick@willardhouse.org

Telephone(______) _______________________ E-mail __________________________________________
Please make checks payable to Willard House
Please charge my membership totaling $_____________to my

Discover

MasterCard

Visa

Account Number _________________________ Exp. Date ______________ 3-Digit Code _____________
Signature __________________________________________________________________

Contact the Conservator:
David@willardhouse.org

Dues and donations are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.
Send completed application to Willard House and Clock Museum, 11 Willard St., North Grafton, MA 01536
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS: Unlimited free museum admission; use of museum’s research library;
10% discount on all Museum Shop purchases; advance notice and free or reduced admission to
Special Events, Workshops and Lectures; subscription to the museum’s newsletter, The Pendulum.
*Society Members also receive a Director’s Tour and Afternoon Tea (by appointment).

Contact the
Museum Assistant:
Sarah@willardhouse.org

Return Service Requested

11 Willard Street
North Grafton, MA 01536-2012
www.willardhouse.org
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Organization
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